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Abstract Fabrication of surface-immobilized silver

nanostructures with reproducible plasmonic properties by

dip-coating technique is difficult due to shape alteration.

To address this challenge, we used a polyelectrolyte mul-

tilayer to promote immobilization of as-received triangular

silver nanoplates (TSNP) on a glass substrate through

electrostatic interaction. The substrate-immobilized TSNP

were characterized by absorption spectrophotometry and

scanning electron microscopy. The bandwidth and peak

position of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)

bands can be tuned by simply varying the concentration of

the colloidal solution and immersion time. TSNP immo-

bilized from a higher concentration of colloidal solution

with longer immersion time produced broadened LSPR

bands in the near-IR region, while a lower concentration

with shorter immersion time produced narrower bands in

the visible region. The shape of the nanoplates was retained

even at long immersion time. Analysis of peak positions

and bandwidths also revealed the point at which the main

species of the immobilization had been changed from

isolates to aggregates.

Keywords Triangular silver nanoplates � Surface-
immobilized nanoplates � LSPR

Introduction

Silver nanostructures have gained considerable interest

because of their potential applications in plasmonic

imaging and sensing [1–5]. These applications depend on

the nanostructure’s localized surface plasmon resonance

(LSPR) properties such as band position, bandwidth, and

magnitude. One way to control these properties is to

change the shape of the nanostructure. For example,

recent studies [6–9] have suggested that anisotropic silver

nanostructures are better than isotropic nanoparticles for

plasmonic applications. Strong plasmon coupling, which

occurs in regions called hot spots, are more pronounced at

sharp edges and tips of anisotropic nanostructures than in

isotropic nanoparticles [10, 11]. Triangular silver nano-

plates (TSNP) are one such anisotropic silver nanostruc-

ture [10–12]. TSNP have multiple LSPR bands in visible

and near-infrared (near-IR) regions that can be used to

enhance the excitation and emission processes simulta-

neously in metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) [1, 13]. It

can also be used to enhance scattering in surface-en-

hanced Raman scattering (SERS) where it was reported

that highest enhancement is achieved when LSPR peak

wavelength is between the wavelength of the excitation

light source and that of the chosen Raman-scattered

photon wavelength [14]. In order for TSNP to be effective

in these applications, it is necessary to maintain its tri-

angular shape. However, the triangular shape can be

altered during aggregation [15]. Thus, it is important to

control the aggregation of TSNP to prevent shape

alteration.

One way to control aggregation is to immobilize

TSNP on a surface. When silver nanostructures are

immobilized on a substrate, the aggregation state over

time is easier to maintain. Surface-immobilized silver
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nanostructures have been used for SERS and MEF

applications with glass [15–17], quartz [1], and poly-

meric substrates [18]. Modified dip-coating technique

has been used to fabricate substrate-immobilized silver

nanostructures, including TSNP, with desirable LSPR

properties because of its simplicity [15, 17, 19–21].

Rivero et al. [16] successfully produced multicolor

substrate-immobilized silver nanostructures, but their

method is highly dependent on the pH of the colloidal

solution. Zhang et al. [17] fabricated substrate-immobi-

lized TSNP with tunable LSPR properties using multiple

TSNP colloidal solutions with different nanoplate sizes,

but the LSPR of these substrate-immobilized TSNP are

only blueshifts compared to their corresponding col-

loidal solutions. The colloidal solutions also have to be

pre-treated before the dip-coating step. Bakar et al. [15]

used 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane as a coupling agent

to immobilize TSNP to a glass substrate but longer

immersion time leads to round-shaped immobilized-

nanoplates. Furthermore, few hot spots are formed

because TSNP are immobilized as isolates.

To address the above-mentioned challenges, we immo-

bilized citrate-stabilized TSNP on a glass substrate modi-

fied with polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM). The PEM

promoted the immobilization of TSNP on the substrate

through electrostatic interaction. In this way, the shape of

TSNP was retained. We used as-received colloidal solu-

tions without the need for pH adjustment or pre-treatment.

In this paper, we correlate the spectroscopic properties of

TSNP immobilized on PEM-modified substrates to its

shape and state of aggregation. LSPR bands of TSNP were

tuned by varying immersion parameters. Long immersion

time and high concentration of colloidal solution led to

redshifted and broad LSPR bands.

Experimental

Chemicals and materials

The following chemicals were used in this work: citrate-

stabilized triangular silver nanoplate (TSNP) colloidal

solution (AgWS5, 0.02 mg/g, Dai Nippon Toryo Co. Ltd.),

poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA, 20%,

MW 400,000–500,000, Aldrich), and polystyrene sulfonate

(PSS, MW 500,000, Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.).

Deionized water (18.2 MX cm) was used throughout all

experiments.

Glass slides (S1126, 50 9 10 9 1 mm, Matsunami)

were used as substrates. Glass slides were cleaned by

sonication using detergent, deionized water, and ace-

tone in sequence. Then, they were put in a UV/ozone

cleaner.

Immobilization of TSNP on a glass substrate

TSNP were immobilized on PEM-modified glass substrate

by a variation of previously reported layer-by-layer tech-

nique [22]. First, a clean glass slide was modified with

PEM by sequentially dipping it in cationic PDDA (2 mg/

mL) and anionic PSS (2 mg/mL) solutions for 30 min

each. A rinsing step in water for 1 min was performed in

between the two polyelectrolyte baths. A drying step using

compressed air was performed after each rinsing step. The

cycle was repeated 39. The PEM coating was completed

by dipping the glass slide in PDDA solution for another

30 min. The final composition of PEM was (PDDA-PSS)3-

PDDA. TSNP was immobilized by immersion of the PEM-

modified glass slide in an as-received TSNP colloidal

solution at varying immersion time.

Higher concentration of TSNP (29 and 49) was pre-

pared from the as-received colloidal solution (19,

0.02 mg/g) by centrifugation and redispersion. To get 29

and 49 colloidal solutions, 2 and 4 mL of 19 colloidal

solution was each centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 30 min and

then redispersed into 1 mL water, respectively.

Characterization of TSNP films

UV–Visible-NIR spectrophotometer (Jasco V-630) was

used to characterize the optical properties of TSNP col-

loidal solution and the substrate-immobilized ones. Field

emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi SU-

70) was used to determine the shape and distribution of

TSNP on the substrate.

Results and discussion

The main purpose of this work was to produce substrate-

immobilized TSNP with retained triangular shape and

controlled aggregation by modified layer-by-layer tech-

nique. First, we confirmed the immobilization of TSNP on

PEM-modified glass substrate by comparing the extinction

spectrum of TSNP colloidal solution to that of substrate-

immobilized ones, as shown Fig. 1a. In this case, the TSNP

were immobilized by immersing the substrate into the as-

received colloidal solution for 0.5 h. The extinction spec-

trum of the colloidal solution showed three LSPR bands

typical for triangular-shaped nanoplates [10, 11]: a strong

dipole resonance band at 802 nm, a weak shoulder due to

in-plane quadrupole resonance around 500 nm, and a sharp

out-of-plane resonance at 332 nm. The extinction spectrum

of the substrate-immobilized TSNP also showed three

LSPR bands shifting to shorter wavelengths. Since a

blueshift may suggest shape alteration of the nanoplates,

we took SEM images. Figure 2 (19, 0.5 h) shows that the
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Fig. 1 Extinction spectra of

a TSNP colloidal solution (solid

line) and substrate-immobilized

TSNP (dotted line); b substrate-

immobilized TSNP from 91

colloidal solution after various

immersion times (from bottom

to top 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 24 h);

substrate-immobilized TSNP

from different colloidal solution

concentrations (from bottom to

top 91, 92, and 94) after c 5 h

and d 24 h immersion

Fig. 2 SEM images of

substrate-immobilized TSNP

from various concentrations of

colloidal solution and

immersion time
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nanoplates retained their triangular shape. This indicates

that the blueshift was not caused by shape alteration but by

decrease in refractive index experienced by TSNP on the

substrate as compared in water. Thus, TSNP were suc-

cessfully immobilized on PEM-modified glass substrate.

Without the PEM modification, TSNP were not immobi-

lized on a glass substrate. It can be concluded that the PEM

promotes the immobilization by its electrostatic interaction

with TSNP.

After confirming the immobilization of TSNP on PEM-

modified glass substrate, we studied the effects of immer-

sion time and concentration of the colloidal solution to the

optical properties of the immobilized TSNP. Figure 1b

shows the extinction spectra of immobilized TSNP

obtained at various immersion times. The immersion times,

from bottom to top, are 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 24 h. The

extinction of LSPR bands increased with increasing

immersion time but peak positions and bandwidths were

almost retained. In comparison to the LSPR bands of the

colloidal solution, immobilized TSNP using 0.5–5 h

immersion showed blueshifts. To study the effect of the

concentration of colloidal solution, the as-received TSNP

colloidal solution was concentrated to 29 and 49 of its

original concentration as detailed in the experimental sec-

tion. From here on, the as-received TSNP colloidal solution

is denoted as 19 colloidal solution. The extinction spectra

of substrate-immobilized TSNP from these three concen-

trations at 5 and 24 h immersion are shown in Fig. 1c, d,

respectively. As the concentration increased, the LSPR

bands shifted toward longer wavelength, the bandwidth

broadened, and the peak intensity increased. In 5 h

immersion, only immobilized TSNP from higher concen-

tration (29 and 49) showed redshifted and broaden LSPR

bands. While in 24 h immersion, TSNP from all three

concentrations showed redshifted and broaden LSPR

bands. The immobilized TSNP from 19 concentration

exhibited shift to the longer wavelength by 7 nm while

from 29 and 49 concentration exhibited 32 and 208 nm

redshifts, respectively. Thus, longer immersion in more

concentrated solutions led to increased, redshifted, and

broadened LSPR bands. By simply changing the immer-

sion time and concentration of colloidal solution, we were

able to tune the peak positions and bandwidths of the LSPR

bands of the immobilized TSNP. A previous study [15]

also changed immersion time but they were unable to

produce tunable LSPR bands.

As previously described, the extinction intensity

increased with increasing colloidal concentration and

immersion time. This is a consequence of the increased

density of TSNP on the substrate as evidenced by the SEM

images found in Fig. 2. These SEM images also show that

aggregation was dominant in higher concentration of col-

loidal solution and 24 h immersion. What is interesting is

that aggregation was also observed using 19 colloidal

solution as early as 1 h immersion but this aggregation did

not significantly affect the peak position or the bandwidth

of the LSPR bands (see Fig. 1b). The narrow LSPR bands

are typical for isolated nanoparticles. Thus, we can assign

the observed LSPR bands at 1 h immersion to isolated

TSNP. We also found that the shapes of the nanoplates

were generally retained even in aggregation. Although

nanoplates with irregular shapes were observed, the dis-

tribution of triangular nanoplates was still higher than the

distribution of irregular shapes.

Zhang et al. [17] achieved LSPR peak position tun-

ability of immobilized silver nanoplates by using multiple

colloidal solutions with different nanoplate sizes. In con-

trast, this study used only a single colloidal solution and

achieved tunability by manipulating the immersion time

and concentration of the colloidal solution. This tunability

is depicted in Fig. 3a where the extinction of the strongest

LSPR band of each immobilized TSNP was plotted against

its peak position. The plot was divided into two regions—I

and II. The boundary is at 800 nm, corresponding to the

strongest LSPR band of the colloidal solution. The LSPR

peak positions are blueshifts in region I, while they are

redshifts in region II when compared to that of the colloidal

solution. This clearly demonstrates peak position tunability

of the LSPR bands of our immobilized-substrates. In

addition, the plot also gives insight into the relationship

between the peak position and aggregation state of

immobilized TSNP. In region I, the extinction increased

steeply to 0.33, and the peak position changes were not

Fig. 3 Dependence of LSPR a extinction intensity and b bandwidth

to its peak position; bandwidths are expressed as full-width at half-

maximum
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significant. This indicates that well-isolated TSNP were

dominantly immobilized on the substrate in region I. In

region II, the extinction showed gradual increase and the

peak positions showed large redshifts. This indicates

aggregation of the TSNP on the substrate in region II.

These statements are consistent with the SEM images

found in Fig. 2.

The LSPR bandwidth tunability is also important. The

bandwidth of the strongest LSPR band was plotted against

its peak position in Fig. 3b. Here, the bandwidth is

expressed as full-width at half-maximum (fwhm). When

the peak positions were shorter than 790 nm, the changes

in bandwidth were limited (300–330 nm, see inset). The

narrow bandwidths indicate preservation of isolated TSNP.

On the other hand, the bandwidth changed significantly

when the peak positions were longer than 790 nm. This

indicates aggregation of TSNP. The peak position at

790 nm suggests that the main species on the substrate

were isolated TSNP (see Fig. 3a), but the broadened

bandwidth (378 nm) also suggests that the nanoplate

aggregation is initiated. When the peak positions were

longer than 790 nm, the large bandwidth (480–700 nm)

indicates the presence of aggregated TSNP. Thus, the main

species of immobilization is changed from isolates to

aggregates at 790 nm with an extinction of 0.33 and a

bandwidth of 330 nm. This corresponds to an immersion

time of 5 h using 19 colloidal solution. These immobi-

lization features are different from previous studies

[15–17].

Conclusions

TSNP were successfully immobilized on PEM-modified

glass substrate using layer-by-layer technique. The method

was simple; we used as-received colloidal solutions with-

out pH adjustment or pre-treatment. The bandwidth and

peak position of LSPR bands can be tuned by simply

varying the concentration of the colloidal solution and

immersion time. TSNP immobilized from higher concen-

tration of colloidal solution and longer immersion time

produced broadened LSPR bands in the near-IR region,

while lower concentration and shorter immersion time

produced narrower bands in the visible region. More

aggregated TSNP showed broader and redshifted LSPR.

The point at which the main species of nanoplate immo-

bilization had been changed from isolates to aggregates

was revealed by the analysis of LSPR peak positions and

bandwidths. The features of our immobilized TSNP are

very different from those in the previous works [15–17],

but have tunable peak positions and bandwidths. The

immobilized TSNP obtained in this study should be

explored in various plasmonic applications such as Raman

scattering, fluorescence applications, and photoenergy

conversion processes.
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